SAFETY

See Something, Say Something

The recent events at the Boston Marathon remind all of us that safety and security is a shared responsibility. Through partnerships, we are committed to providing a comprehensive program of education, enforcement, and protection services which creates a safe and secure environment. You are the most reliable source regarding anything that appears unusual. Please be aware of your surroundings. Your effort makes a difference.

Look for
✔ Person(s) taking notes, drawings, photos, or videos of your work area or building
✔ Person(s) attempting to gain information in person, by phone, or by email about your department operations (specifically about security measures and personnel)
✔ Person(s) conducting surveillance
✔ Person(s) attempting to gain access to restricted or unauthorized areas
✔ Thefts of employee uniforms, badges, or packaging labels
✔ Employees changing working behavior or working irregular hours
✔ Unattended vehicles illegally parked near your building
✔ Unattended items (e.g., backpacks, boxes) within or near your building

Do
✔ Wear your ID badge if issued and display it properly at work.
✔ Keep your work areas secured
✔ Be mindful that doors close and secure properly and that nobody trails you through a door behind you into a secured area
✔ Be sure to report any suspicious persons or behavior to UTEP PD

If you see something, say something
Report suspicious persons to UTEP Police at 915-747-5611 and visit us online www.utep.edu/police